The following course and program proposals have been approved by Brad Tucker, Analysis, Planning, and Budget, on behalf of SCTP. Highlighted text in pink are queries to/information for units.

SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions

Faculty of Arts

B.A.; Major Concentration in Geography; Urban Studies (36 cr.) – program title, program description, an alternate required course added, program notes added, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised. APB Comments/Corrections: Revise proposed description to remove “highly” from second sentence; confirmation needed as to when the ARCH courses will be retired. SCTP Comments/Corrections: List courses under the same subject code in numerical order; revise proposed description to read “This … approaches to urban …”; correct both required and complementary credits, as they are not being revised; add to the rationale the following “Via this proposal, the existing B.A.; Major Concentration in Geography; Urban Systems is being retired”.

B.A.; Minor Concentration in Geography; Urban Studies (18 cr.) – program title, program description, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised. APB Comments/Corrections: Revise proposed description to remove “highly” from second sentence. SCTP Comments/Corrections: List courses under the same subject code in numerical order; revise proposed description to read “This … approaches to urban …”; add to the rationale the following “Via this proposal, the existing B.A.; Minor Concentration in Geography; Urban Systems is being retired”.

B.A.; Honours in Applied Mathematics (63 cr.) – a required course deleted, a required course added, complementary courses added.

B.A.; Honours in Mathematics (63 cr.) – a required course deleted, a required course added, a complementary course added, how complementary courses chosen revised.

B.A.; Joint Honours – Mathematics Component (36 cr.) – a required course deleted, required credits decreased, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits increased.

B.A.; Minor Concentration in Economics (18 cr.) – program description, streams removed, how complementary courses chosen revised, program notes added.

School of Continuing Studies

Certificate in Health and Social Services Management (30 cr.) – corequisite note revised, CEU weight changed to 0 credits for program corequisite course. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Correct existing corequisite sentence to reflect what is indicated within the eCalendar.

Certificate in Indigenous Business Management (30 cr.) – CEU-course note revised, CEU weight changed to 0 credits for program corequisite course.

Certificate in Supply Chain Management and Logistics (30 cr.) – program note deleted, CEU weight changed to 0 credits for program corequisite course.

Faculty of Engineering

B.Eng.; Co-op in Software Engineering (141-147 cr.) – required courses deleted, a required course added, a complementary course deleted, complementary courses added. SCTP Comments/Corrections: New title received for added required course – proposed had same title as ECSE 456. WITHDRAWN as per Department.

B.Eng. in Computer Engineering (133-139 cr.) – required courses deleted, a required course added, a complementary course deleted, complementary courses added. SCTP Comments/Corrections: New title received for added required course – proposed had same title as ECSE 456.

B.Eng. in Electrical Engineering (134-138 cr.) – required courses deleted, a required course added, and the following revisions to the Power Enhancement Concentration: concentration credit weight increased, a required course deleted, a required course added, program notes revised, required credits increased, a complementary course deleted, a complementary course added, complementary credits revised. SCTP Comments/Corrections: New title received for added required course – proposed had same title as ECSE 456.
SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions

Faculty of Engineering [continued]

**B.Eng.; Honours in Electrical Engineering** (138-142 cr.) - required courses deleted, a required course added. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** New title received for added required course – first course under that title exists for ECSE 498.

**B.Eng.; Minor in Biomedical Engineering** (21-25 cr.) – program description, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Indicate first heading as “Complementary Courses (21-25 credits)”, then the second heading should read “Introductory Life Sciences”, and remove “Complementary Courses” from the “0-6 credits” requirement.

Faculty of Law

**B.C.L./LL.B.** (105 cr.) – a required course moved from one list to another, complementary courses added.

**B.C.L./LL.B.; Honours** (120 cr.) – a required course moved from one list to another, complementary courses added.

Faculty of Science

**B.A. & Sc.; Minor Concentration in Geography; Urban Studies** (18 cr.) – program title, program description, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised. **APB Comments/Corrections:** Revise proposed description to remove “highly” from second sentence. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** As per consultation, remove courses ARCH 378, ARCH 527, ARCH 529 from the proposed column; revise proposed description to read “This … approaches to urban …”; add to the rationale the following “Via this proposal, the existing B.A. & Sc.; Minor Concentration in Geography; Urban Systems is being retired”.

**B.A. & Sc.; Major Concentration in Geography; Urban Studies** (36 cr.) – program title, program description, an alternate required course added, program notes added, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised. **APB Comments/Corrections:** Revise proposed description to remove “highly” from second sentence; confirmation needed as to when the ARCH courses will be retired. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** List courses under the same subject code in numerical order; be consistent with listing alternate courses GEOG 425 and GEOG 494 – move to required courses as done in other Geography programs and adjust credits accordingly; revise proposed description to read “This … approaches to urban …”; add to the rationale the following “Via this proposal, the existing B.A. & Sc.; Major Concentration in Geography; Urban Systems is being retired”.

**B.A. & Sc.; Joint Honours – Mathematics Component** (36 cr.) – a required course deleted, required credits decreased, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary credits increased.

Retirements

Faculty of Arts

**B.A.; Major Concentration in Geography; Urban Systems** (36 cr.);

**B.A.; Minor Concentration in Geography; Urban Systems** (18 cr.).

Faculty of Science

**B.A. & Sc.; Minor Concentration in Geography; Urban Systems** (18 cr.);

**B.A. & Sc.; Major Concentration in Geography; Urban Systems** (36 cr.).

SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New

School of Continuing Studies

CCLW 205 Introduction to Business Law (3 cr.) [PRN 15168]. Affected programs indicated;

CGMG 319 International Bus. Practices (3 cr.) [PRN 15343]. Affected programs indicated;

CGMG 445 Ethical Issues: Bus. Practices (3 cr.) [PRN 15344]. Affected programs indicated. **SCTP Comments/Corrections:** Title abbreviation revised;

CMSC 310 Managerial Econ. & Analysis (3 cr.) [PRN 15342]. Affected programs indicated;
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New
School of Continuing Studies [continued]
CMSC 310 Managerial Econ. & Analysis (3 cr.) [PRN 15342]. Affected programs indicated;
CMSC 320 Business Statistics (3 cr.) [PRN 15345]. Affected programs indicated;
CORG 295 Employee Labour Reltns & Law (3 cr.) [PRN 15337]. Affected program indicated;
CORG 395 Labour and Employment Law (3 cr.) [PRN 15338]. Affected program indicated;
CORG 415 Leading Teams in Organizations (3 cr.) [PRN 15340]. Affected programs indicated.

SCTP Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviation revised;
CORG 470 Theors & Practices of Compensatn (3 cr.) [PRN 15341]. Affected program indicated.

YCBS 277 Fundamentals of AI (9 CEUs).

Faculty of Engineering
ARCH 542 Selected Topics: Architecture 3 (3 cr.) [PRN 14342]. Affected programs indicated.
ARCH 543 Selected Topics: Architecture 4 (3 cr.) [PRN 14343]. Affected programs indicated.
ECSE 458D1/D2 Capstone Design Project (6 cr.) [PRN 15148]. Affected programs revised.
ECSE 522 Nonlinear Phen.: Power Sys Dyn (4 cr.) [PRN 14355]. APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description to read “Introduces nonlinear … chaos. Emphasizes …”
ECSE 564 Power Systems Dynamics & Control (4 cr.) [PRN 15249]. SCTP Comments/Corrections: Title abbreviation revised.

Faculty of Law
LAWG 508D1/D2 Indigenous Constitutionalism (6 cr.) [PRN 14593]. Affected programs revised.
LAWG 523 Tax Practice Seminar (3 cr.) [PRN 15300]. Affected programs revised.

SCTP Comments/Corrections: Revise restriction to read “Not … when topic was ‘Tax Practice Seminar’”

Faculty of Medicine
EXSU 505 Trends in Precision Oncology (3 cr.) [PRN 14841]. Affected program indicated.
HGEN 678 Neurogenetics (3 cr.) [PRN 15178]. APB Comments/Corrections: Revise description to read “Focus on … disease. Topics include high …”

Revisions
Faculty of Arts
ECON 348 Urban Economics (3 cr.) [PRN 15248] – description, prerequisites.
ITAL 206 Beginners Italian Intensive (6 cr.) [PRN 15190] – description;
ITAL 216 Intermediate Italian Intensive (6 cr.) [PRN 15191] – description;
ITAL 255 Adv Reading & Composition (6 cr.) [PRN 15192] – description;
ITAL 309 Perspectives on Italy (3 cr.) [PRN 15193] – description;
HIST 573D1/D2 Seminar on Central Europe (6 cr.) [PRN 14188] – title, description;
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions [continued]
School of Continuing Studies
CMSC 000 Foundations of Mathematics (0 cr.) – change from 12 CEUs to 0 credits, supplementary info. APB
*Comments/Corrections:* Reminder that course cost on Web page will need to be removed/adjusted.

Faculty of Engineering
ARCH 564 Design for Development (3 cr.) [PRN 13459] – description;
ECSE 509 Probability & Random Signals 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 15259] – title – abbreviation, schedule types/course activities, hrs/wk, supplementary info. SCTP *Comments/Corrections:* Title abbreviation revised. NOTE CSO: Correct long course title – no abbreviations should be included;
ECSE 532 Computer Graphics (4 cr.) [PRN 15151] – credit weight, schedule types/course activities, hrs/wk, description, prerequisites, supplementary info. SCTP *Comments/Corrections:* Indicate two affected graduate programs.

Retirements
Faculty of Arts
CLAS 606 Historiography in Antiquity (3 cr.) [PRN 14908]. SCTP *Comments/Corrections:* Indicate “No” for programs affected – this course is not in a specific list of courses within any of the programs indicated.

Cindy Smith, Secretary to SCTP